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SILENCER SHEETS

aCoustiCal Plenum silenCers

DesCriPtion

Vibro-Acoustics’ AP silencers are expansion chambers with
thick acoustical lining. The most common lining thickness
specified is 4” for fan noise control. Thicker treatment of 6” or
even 8” is more effective in the low frequency range.
Plenum wall lining of acoustic grade glass fiber is held in
place and protected by perforated metal. Glass fiber cloth or a
film liner such as Tedlar, between the perforated metal and
the glass fiber, may be used to minimize glass fiber erosion.
IAQ AP silencers may also be supplied with the glass fiber
completely covered by solid metal skins or chambers void of
any fill material covered by tuned perforated metal.
Intake AP silencers may enclose a fan and include multiple
inlet or discharge openings. Fan, coil or filter access via
removable panels, panel sections or doors may be provided.
Fan discharge AP silencers may provide multiple discharge
take-offs in varying directions.

aPPliCation





for low frequency attenuation (see SAS 2)
integral to or in conjunction with air handling units
when the noise needs to be contained at the source
to help quiet noisy fan rooms

Features anD BeneFits
 available in factory assembled or “knock-down”
construction
 panel connections may be “tongue and groove” (for
strength), “H-section” or “internal flange butt” type (for ease of
panel removal)
 various panel sizes and thicknesses
 good quality seals to resist moisture, air and noise leakage
 made in sections to fit ceiling space and can incorporate
notch-outs to facilitate cross-over beams,
pipes, ducts, etc.
 factory designed and manufactured removable panels,
access sections, windows and doors
 thick panel construction (4” or greater) available for extra
low frequency attenuation
 heavier gauge or composite construction available to minimize breakout noise
 can be selected to suit the acoustic, space, or energy-cost
requirements
 construction quality and aerodynamic design optimized to
give reliable performance, best acoustics, lowest pressure

Questions? Please call 1-800-565-8401

drop and lowest overall cost
 available in Dissipative, Film Lined and No-Media options

Cautions / When not to use aP silenCers
 when there is an insufficient volume of space available consider
Fan Silencers (SS10 and SS11) or RLP/CLP silencers (SS9)
 when break-out noise is of prime concern AP silencers may be
appropriate selections. They may require mass/stiffness added to
their outer casing (see SS7)
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acousTical plenuM silencers

TesTing

Vibro-Acoustics’ 4th generation aero-acoustic laboratory was
the first laboratory to be NVLAP accredited for the ASTM E-477
silencer test code. NVLAP is administered by the U.S. Dept. of
Commerce. See the Corporate/ Laboratory Section.

silencer selecTion and locaTion

Vibro-Acoustics’ AP silencers need to be carefully
selected to optimize performance. Call 1-800-565-8401
for custom selections and proposal drawings by our
application engineers.

sTandard consTrucTion FeaTures
 solid galvanized skin
 perforated galvanized liner
 acoustic grade glass fiber under minimum 15% compression with thickness usually ranging from 2- 8” depending on
acoustic performance required and space available
 panel connection type available as “tongue and groove”,
“H-section” or “internal flange butt”
 internal stiffening to panel

special consTrucTion opTions
 heavier gauge skins and perforated metal
 special materials e.g. stainless steel, aluminum
 access doors, openings
 removable panels or panel sections
 windows
 media protection: glass fiber cloth, Tedlar or solid
metal skins
 high transmission loss (HTL) construction to prevent breakout/break-in noise
 aerodynamic, acoustical splitters
 special finishes
 floor gratings
 structural support systems (hanging or floor mounted)
 integration of components e.g. filter racks, coil racks
 for more special options see Special Construction Options
(pg. 3.33 to pg. 3.37).

To speciFy

See example specification located in the Selection/
Specification section.

Questions? Please call 1-800-565-8401
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